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Discover your perfect tattoos here, from a lot more than 1,000 designs! Nowadays, it seems like
everybody—male, female, young, and old—wants a tattoo.t constantly easy. But choosing the right design
isn’ Whether readers are getting their 1st tattoo, or another, third, or tenth, this is actually the ideal spot to
find the perfect pattern. Culled from the world’s leading tattoo Internet site, this in-depth source offers a
lot more than 1,000 designs in an array of styles, all by renowned performers: angels, devils, blooms,
pirates, pin-ups, religious pictures, stars, zodiac indicators, and more. Tattoo Johnny to the rescue!
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Nice little book! Is there cheaper tattoo books out there? Tattoo johnny flash is very ugly. I think this is a
great Christmas present for my niece and I am extremely happy with this purchase!My niece has
expressed an interest in tattooing and has bought herself a beginner's tattoo set. I am the supportive,
awesome aunt, so of program I started looking for ways to help her. It's a nice compact size and is loaded
with really nice art of all sizes and styles. That's how I came across this book right here on Amazon. Best
Tattoo Art Reserve At This Price Point Period! That's pretty much the level of my knowledge foundation:).
Inspiring for artists of most mediums.. Go purchase a copy of traditional flash in five colours instead, stick
to the American classics. There exists a wide range of subject material, but more significantly for me was
all of the styles used in this book. Many books only have one or two artists styles represented, so you
possess to spend big money to get a variety of styles. There are countless different designs represented
from photo-reasonable praying hands to hyper-cartoonized pets and fairies.For under ten dollars you get
yourself a nice little book with tons of decent designs in different styles and catagories. Not satisfied Not
What We expected.BUY THIS! Ugly designs Not really into it. I really don't know much about tattoos-
I've one that isn't great and I am addicted to Ink Masters on tv.I just wish they might release more of these
books at the same price! Beautiful book I bought this thinking it had been a coloring reserve but I don't
care. I bought this publication to use as motivation for my drawings and paintings, which it helped me
with immensely. Hmm. I guess this was great for my nephew because he requested it. He is in prison but
he had not been able to receive this for reasons uknown. Steer clear. It really is a beautiful, well crafted
book. Today I'd like a tattoo. I only had period to leaf through it briefly, but I'm impressed with the
quality and variety of art ideas this small book supplies. I don't observe how anyone could give this
publication anything but 5 stars as of this price. Is there better tattoo books out there? Absolutely! Ok, I
have to start out by saying that We am not a tattoo artist. But some of the pics of tattoo drawings appear
fake.(however they will be in Chinese) But, I highly doubt that there is an improved tattoo book away
there for even fifty percent the price.Most really good quality tattoo art books cost over one hundred
dollars and this isn't that type of reserve whatsoever. It is the type of tattoo art publication that you can let
young fifty percent drunk clients look over without having to be concerned about your investment. I'm
going to trace and use among the older style types on myself.If you are at all interested in or associated
with tattoos, get yourself this book. I can't recommend this book more than enough. Plenty of images of
points only trailer park moms would obtain tattooed. Yeah, I'm talking to you Johnny! Great to go back
with time before everyone had a tattoo. I really like it Love this book and going back with time when
tattoos weren't thus popular. Large picture collection of various types, styles, colors, sizes, and skill sets of
finished tattoos. If you want to see some of the older design tattoos then this publication is most
beneficial for you. For less than ten dollars, it really is practically disposable! Great book and worth,
highly recommend, A++ Great book for anyone interested in tattoos whether or not your brand new to
tattooing or a professional. I love the traditional style tattoos. Great value and would recommend. A++ I
like... Good book for a few designs. This book is the reason I decided to turn into a tattoo artist. love it
pretty thick book, easy size for all those traveling tattoo artists Tattoo worthy Great pictures! Good for
beginners Alot of simple and simple tattoo styles and a few more detailed designs thrown directly into
give the user options. This book is AWESOME! Hundreds of awesome tattoo ideas. Organized and very
helpful. I really like it.This book actually has been a huge part of why I've become inspired to begin
tattooing, and also have ordered my first kit to begin with practicing on practice skins and start
developing my portfolio to submit to local Philadelphia tattoo shops. I thought it could be more detailed.
Maybe? Expensive tat book This book includes a lot of flash and there aren't any tats that are fine lined
and they don't possess super detail so in the event that's what your searching for don't buy this book.
Traditional Decent Flash traditional
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